Towards consensus for best practice: the use of patient records for research in general practice

Introduction
Research is a core part of the NHS. Evidence is needed to improve patient care, advance understanding of disease, and evaluate interventions. Patient records offer significant potential for research and the increasing use of electronic records offers new possibilities to analyse large volumes of data.

Patient information is both sensitive and private. The general public and patients must have confidence that the security of personal information is protected, and that procedures are in place to safeguard data.

A number of reports have considered the use of personal information in research, but there remains uncertainty about access to general practice records for research. A consensus meeting was held in May 2008 with GPs, researchers and patient groups to develop guidance for best practice. This document summarises the agreement reached; it has been endorsed by the RCGP. It should apply to all researchers using patient data, whether academic or commercial.

The use of patient information for research. Information from patient records may be used for research in two ways: anonymised or coded information from records may be used without patient involvement, for example for epidemiological research, to monitor trends in infectious diseases, or for pharmacovigilance. Patient records may be used as a starting point to identify participants for research. Potential recruits are then contacted to seek consent to participate.

Some research can be conducted with anonymous information; in other cases, researchers need access to information from which it may be possible directly, or indirectly, to identify a patient. Researchers do not usually need to know an individual’s identity but may want data at a person-level. Very few data are truly ‘anonymous’; all clinical data may potentially be sensitive to a patient.

Overarching principles

Safeguarding patient confidentiality. The over-riding priority must be to safeguard patient confidentiality. The best available electronic technologies should be used; the introduction of safe havens and honest brokers — currently being defined by the Research Capability Programme of Connecting for Health — offer significant potential.

Where researchers are to access identifiable patient information, there must be a formal process of accreditation, placing researchers under the same duty of confidentiality as a health professional. This should define appropriate and substantive sanctions, to hold researchers to account should there be any breaches of confidence. This is in line with recent recommendations in the NHS draft constitution handbook and the Data Sharing Review.

Improving public awareness. Members of the public are generally supportive of the use of personal information for medical research but have little awareness of the various research uses of patient records. Improving understanding must be a priority. Information should be provided through two routes: a national programme to raise awareness about the importance of research and the use of patient records; and the provision of information locally through general practices, including when registering with a practice. Transparency is essential: the information should make clear that patients can opt-out of the use of their information in research, if they wish.

The role of the GP. The primary roles of the GP or healthcare professional, should be to deliver high quality care and act as the patient’s advocate. The GP and the practice must retain ultimate responsibility for ensuring appropriate access to data. The GP may need to provide advice to patients about taking part in research or where any feedback is provided after research. GPs may need training and resources to fulfil this role.

Guidance for best practice
Before agreeing to participate in research, a practice should check that a study has been approved by a research ethics committee and other bodies; and that the practice provides an appropriate setting and has the necessary resources. Any potential conflicts of interest must be addressed. The RCGP and the GMC provide guidance.

Use of anonymised data from patient records. The use of anonymised records, where all details that could identify an individual are removed, enables research to be conducted without compromising patient confidentiality. Where anonymised records are used, it is not necessary to seek consent. It is important to raise awareness that records may be used in this way. The anonymisation process should make use of available technologies and be as automated as possible, making use of safe havens where available.

Use of coded data from patient records. In many cases, researchers will need to use data that are coded. Information cannot directly identify an individual but a ‘key’ is available to re-link data with identifying information. Patients should not need to give consent for coded information to be used for research, provided they have been informed that records may be used in this way and given opportunities to opt-out. New technologies and encryption methods should be used wherever possible to minimise the risk of identification. Where a code is used, multiple keys should be held, and safe havens and honest brokers used where available.

Use of identifiable data from patient records. The use of identifiable records requires patients to consent to the use of their information. In England, in situations where this is not possible, researchers must apply to the Patient Information Advisory Group for permission. The 2008 Health and Social Care Act transfers this role to NIGB.

Use of patient records as the starting point to identify participants for research Records may be used to identify potential recruits for a study who are then contacted to invite them to take part. However, there is little clarity about the procedures by which records may be accessed. The GP must retain responsibility for access to records, but can make a case-by-case judgement as to whether it is appropriate for a researcher to view records to identify potential participants. Where a GP decides a researcher may have limited access to records, there must be a formal process of accreditation, as described above. Researchers should only have access to the minimum amount of information necessary, defined in discussion with ethics committees, the practice and Caldicott Guardians.
Patients should be informed that records may be used in this way and given the opportunity to opt-out.

When inviting patients to take part in a study, the GP should screen the proposed list before any contact. The invitation should come from the GP, signed, and on practice-headed paper. It is appropriate for researchers to provide administrative support. It must be made clear that the patient’s decision will not affect the quality of their care. The practice retains ultimate accountability for the process.

**Informed consent.** The process for seeking consent, once the researcher or GP is working directly with the patient, is well established.6,7 It should be clear that participation is voluntary, and that participants have the right to withdraw at any time. Consent (or dissent) should be recorded in the patient record, unless a patient specifies otherwise.

**Conclusion**

The best practice guidance described in this document is a first step in a process to ensure that patients and GPs have confidence in the processes used to access patient information, and to enable everyone to benefit from the significant research potential of patient records.

**Nigel Mathers, Nicola MR Perrin and Graham CM Watt**
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**Doctoring the drinkers**

‘Your GP is the first place to turn if you are concerned about your drinking’ — this was the concluding advice of a recent eight-page newspaper supplement devoted to ‘Britain’s harmful relationship with alcohol’. Once regarded as a manifestation of moral turpitude, excessive drinking has been redefined as a medical condition and doctors have taken the place of evangelical ministers at the head of the modern temperance crusade. The fact that doctors come second only to publicans in terms of occupational risk of death from alcohol-induced cirrhosis of the liver does not seem to have diminished medical authority in this area.2

The ascendency of GPs in dealing with alcohol problems is based on claims for the effectiveness of ‘brief interventions’ in general practice. This means doctors giving patients a quick (but of course empathetic, supportive, and non-judgmental) lecture on the adverse health consequences of alcohol and advising them to cut back.2 But close scrutiny of these studies reveals that their high success rates are achieved by excluding patients who are alcohol dependent (including only those deemed to have ‘hazardous’ or ‘harmful’ levels of drinking), by following up for a short period (usually less than 12 months), and by defining success in terms of a reduction in total consumption or episodes of binge drinking (rather than achieving abstinence). A systematic review noted that ‘only one in four patients who screen positive for excessive drinking qualify for brief intervention after further assessment’ and that ‘only two to three patients per thousand screened will benefit from the laborious activities involved in screening’.3 Noting the ‘questionable’ validity of many of the trials of screening-based brief interventions, the authors concluded that screening in general practice does not seem to be an effective precursor to brief interventions targeting excessive alcohol use’. These observations provoked a predictable angry backlash from the public health zealots and, equally predictably, have not deterred the introduction of programmes of screening and brief intervention in general practice, already a feature of incentivised local ‘enhanced services’ and soon to be incorporated in the Quality and Outcomes Framework. It seems that if doctors suggest to patients who are drinking over the odds that they should consider cutting back, a few do, for a while, before resuming their old habits. A desperate resort to old-fashioned medical paternalism? Yes. A solution to ‘Britain’s harmful relationship with alcohol’? No.

An instinctive recognition of the ineffectiveness of medical intervention — and indeed of medical treatment — for problems of excessive alcohol consumption has lead prominent doctors and medical organisations into campaigning for prohibitionist measures. No newspaper or television feature on alcohol is now complete without a leading liver specialist, psychiatrist, or GP demanding more regulations and restrictions on the sale of alcohol, calls for curtailing advertising and promotional activities, proposals for raising prices, and for tougher policing of licensing laws. But if doctors cannot treat alcoholism in their surgeries, why should anybody accept their proposals in the sphere of social policy where they have no expertise whatsoever? From the gin panic in England in the 1730s to the Volstead Act in the US in the 1920s, there is abundant historical evidence that such measures are likely to be counterproductive.5

The notion that doctors can treat the nation’s alcohol problem is a delusion that is convenient for the medical profession and for politicians eager to respond to the latest moral panic. But it marks an evasion of the real issues of personal and social demoralisation that are expressed in self-destructive patterns of alcohol consumption, which are not susceptible to medical — or political — quick-fixes.
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